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Abstract

Personalized news recommendation is impor-
tant for online news services. Many news
recommendation methods recommend news
based on their relevance to users’ historical
browsed news, and the recommended news
usually have similar sentiment with browsed
news. However, if browsed news is dominated
by certain kinds of sentiment, the model may
intensively recommend news with the same
sentiment orientation, making it difficult for
users to receive diverse opinions and news
events. In this paper, we propose a senti-
ment diversity-aware neural news recommen-
dation approach, which can recommend news
with more diverse sentiment. In our approach,
we propose a sentiment-aware news encoder,
which is jointly trained with an auxiliary senti-
ment prediction task, to learn sentiment-aware
news representations. We learn user repre-
sentations from browsed news representations,
and compute click scores based on user and
candidate news representations. In addition,
we propose a sentiment diversity regulariza-
tion method to penalize the model by com-
bining the overall sentiment orientation of
browsed news as well as the click and sen-
timent scores of candidate news. Extensive
experiments on real-world dataset show that
our approach can effectively improve the senti-
ment diversity in news recommendation with-
out performance sacrifice.

1 Introduction

Online news websites such as Google news1 have
gained huge popularity for consuming digital
news (Das et al., 2007). However, it is difficult
for users to find their interested news information
due to the huge volume of news emerging every
day (Okura et al., 2017). Thus, personalized news
recommendation is important for news websites to

1https://news.google.com/
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Figure 1: Several news browsed by two users of MSN
News and the candidate news recommended to them.

target user interest and alleviate information over-
load (Wu et al., 2019a).

Many existing news recommendation methods
rank candidate news based on their relevance to
the interests of users inferred from their histori-
cal browsed news (Okura et al., 2017; Wu et al.,
2019c). For example, Okura et al. (2017) proposed
to learn news representations from news texts via
autoencoders, and learn user representations from
browsed news using a gated recurrent unit (GRU)
network. They ranked candidate news based on the
inner product of the user representation and candi-
date news representation. Wu et al. (2019c) pro-
posed to learn news and user representations using
multi-head self-attention networks. They ranked
news based on the click scores computed by the
dot product between news and user representations.
The news articles recommended by these methods
are usually similar to those previously browsed by
a user in many aspects, such as content and sen-
timent. For example, in Fig. 1 the two candidate
news articles are recommended to both users. The
first user browses a news about the highway in San
Francisco and a news about a person helping the
homeless, which has inherent relatedness with the
content of the candidate news. The second user
browses several news about deadly accidents and
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crime, which has the same sentiment orientation
as the candidate news. However, like the recom-
mendations for the second user in Fig. 1, if a user
mainly browses news articles that have a certain
kind of sentiment (e.g., negative sentiment), many
existing methods may intensively recommend news
with the same sentiment orientation, which is not
beneficial for this user to receive diverse opinions
and news events that convey other sentiments.

In this paper, we propose a sentiment diversity-
aware news recommendation approach named Sen-
tiRec, which can improve the sentiment diversity
of news recommendation by considering the senti-
ment orientation of candidate and browsed news. In
our approach, we propose a sentiment-aware news
encoder, which is jointly trained with an auxiliary
news sentiment prediction task, to incorporate sen-
timent information into news modeling and gen-
erate sentiment-aware news representations. We
learn user representations from the representations
of browsed news, and compute the click scores of
candidate news based on their relevance to the user
representations. In addition, to enhance the senti-
ment diversity of news recommendation, we pro-
pose a sentiment diversity regularization method to
penalize our model during model training, which
is based on the overall sentiment orientation of
browsed news as well as the sentiment scores and
click scores of candidate news. We conduct ex-
tensive experiments on a real-world benchmark
dataset, and the results show that our approach can
achieve better sentiment diversity and recommen-
dation accuracy than many baseline methods.

The contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that explores to improve the sentiment
diversity of news recommendation.

• We propose a sentiment-aware news encoder
that incorporates an auxiliary news sentiment
prediction task to encode sentiment-aware
news representations.

• We propose a sentiment diversity regulariza-
tion method to encourage the model to recom-
mend news with diverse sentiment from the
browsed news.

• Extensive experiments on real-world bench-
mark dataset verify that our approach can rec-
ommend news with diverse sentiment without
performance loss.

2 Related Work

News recommendation is an important technique
for online news websites to provide personalized
news reading services (Zheng et al., 2018). A core
problem in news recommendation is building ac-
curate representations of news and users and fur-
ther ranking candidate news according to news and
user representations (Okura et al., 2017). In many
news recommendation methods, news ranking is
based on the representations of news and users built
by manual feature engineering (Liu et al., 2010;
Capelle et al., 2012; Son et al., 2013; Karkali et al.,
2013; Garcin et al., 2013; Bansal et al., 2015; Ren
et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017; Zihayat et al., 2019).
For example, Liu et al. (2010) proposed to use
topic categories and interest features generated by
a Bayesian model to build news and user represen-
tations. They ranked candidate news based on the
product of a content-based score computed from
news representations and a filter-based score com-
puted by collaborative filtering. Son et al. (2013)
proposed an Explicit Localized Semantic Analy-
sis (ELSA) model for location-based news recom-
mendation. They proposed to represent news and
users by extracting topic and location features from
Wikipedia pages, and ranked news based on the co-
sine distance between the representations of news
and user. Lian et al. (2018) proposed to use various
handcrafted features to represent news and users,
such as title length, news categories, user profiles
and features extracted from user behavior histories.
They ranked candidate news based on the click
scores computed by a neural factorization machine.
However, these methods rely on manual feature
engineering to build news and user representations,
which usually necessitate massive expertise. In ad-
dition, handcrafted features may not be optimal in
representing news content and user interest.

In recent years, several news recommendation
methods based on deep learning techniques are pro-
posed (Okura et al., 2017; Khattar et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019a; An et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2019b,c; Ge et al., 2020). For
example, Okura et al. (2017) proposed to learn first
news representations from news bodies using au-
toencoders, and then learn representations of users
from their clicked news with a GRU network. Can-
didate news are ranked based on the click scores
computed by the dot products between news and
user representations. Wang et al. (2018) proposed
to learn news representations from news titles and
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their entities via a knowledge-aware CNN network,
and learn user representations from clicked news
with a candidate-aware attention network. They
ranked candidate news based on the click scores
computed from the concatenation of news and user
representations via a feed-forward neural network.
Wu et al. (2019c) proposed to learn news and user
representations with a combination of multi-head
self-attention and additive attention networks. They
also used dot product to compute click scores for
news ranking. These methods tend to recommend
news articles which are similar with the news users
previously browsed (Lin et al., 2014). Thus, these
methods may recommend news with similar senti-
ment orientation with those previously browsed by
users, which is not beneficial for users to receive
diverse news information. Different from these
methods, our approach can effectively recommend
news with diverse sentiment to users by incorporat-
ing sentiment information into news modeling via
a sentiment-aware news encoder and regularizing
the model based on the sentiment orientation of
browsed and candidate news.

3 Our Approach

In this section, we first present the formal defini-
tions of the problem explored in this paper, then in-
troduce the details of our sentiment diversity-aware
news recommendation (SentiRec) approach.

3.1 Problem Definition

The problem studied in this paper is defined as fol-
lows. Given a user u with her news browsing his-
tory H = [D1, D2, ..., DN ] and a set of candidate
news2 C = [Dc

1, D
c
2, ..., D

c
P ] (N and P respec-

tively denote the number of browsed news and can-
didate news), the goal of the news recommendation
model is to predict the personalized click scores
[ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷP ] of these candidate news, which are
further used for ranking and display. We denote
the sentiment labels of the browsed news and can-
didate news as [s1, s2, ..., sN ] and [sc1, s

c
2, ..., s

c
P ],

respectively. In this paper we assume the senti-
ment labels are real values from -1 to 1, which
indicate the sentiment polarity of news articles. We
denote the overall sentiment orientation of browsed
news as s. The sentiment diversity is defined as
the differences between the sentiment orientation
of recommended news and the overall sentiment

2The candidate news set is usually recalled from the entire
news pool.

of browsed news.3 The sentiment diversity of the
news ranking results C ′ for the user u is measured
by a function d = f(C ′, s). The recommendation
diversity is better if more top ranked news in C ′

have the different sentiment orientation with s.

3.2 News Recommendation Framework

In this section, we introduce the general news rec-
ommendation framework of our SentiRec approach,
as shown in Fig. 2. There are three core com-
ponents in this framework for news recommen-
dation, i.e., sentiment-aware (SA) news encoder,
user encoder, and click predictor. The sentiment-
aware news encoder aims to learn representations
of news articles from their texts, where their senti-
ments are taken into consideration. We apply the
sentiment-aware news encoder to the browsed news
[D1, D2, ..., DN ] and the candidate news Dc to en-
code their sentiment-aware representations, which
are respectively denoted as [r1, r2, ..., rN ] and rc.
The user encoder aims to learn representations of
users from the sentiment-aware representations of
their browsed news. Motivated by (Vaswani et al.,
2017), we use Transformer to capture the related-
ness between browsed news and learn a unified
representation u for each user. The click predic-
tor aims to compute the personalized click scores
of candidate news by measuring the relevance be-
tween user and candidate news representations. Fol-
lowing many previous works (Okura et al., 2017;
Wu et al., 2019b), we use dot product to imple-
ment the click predictor, and the click score ŷ is
predicted by ŷ = u>rc.

3.3 Sentiment-Aware News Encoder

In this section, we introduce the details of the
sentiment-aware news encoders in our SentiRec
approach. Its architecture is shown in Fig. 3. Mo-
tivated by the news encoder in (Wu et al., 2019c),
we first use a word embedding layer to convert
the sequence of words in a news title into a se-
quence of semantic vectors, and then use a Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) to capture the con-
texts of words and build a unified r representation
of news texts. However, the news representations
directly learned by the Transformer are usually not
sentiment-bearing. In fact, the sentiment informa-
tion of news is very important for understanding

3We do not strictly require the recommendation results
in an impression to be diverse in sentiment. We expect the
sentiment of recommended news in a long term (e.g., multiple
impressions in months) is diverse.
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Figure 2: The framework of our SentiRec approach.
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Figure 3: The architecture of the sentiment-aware news
encoder.

the content of news. For example, in Fig. 1, al-
though the news “Early morning...” and “Snack
Man...” are both related to the homeless, they have
opposite sentiment polarity, and modeling the sen-
timent of them can help understand their content
better. In addition, the sentiment of news can also
provide useful clues for user modeling and news
ranking. For example, if a user frequently clicks
negative news as the second user in Fig. 1, it may
be more appropriate to recommend several positive
news to this user rather than continuously recom-
mending similar negative news. Thus, modeling
news sentiment has the potential to enhance news
recommendation. However, since the sentiment
scores of news are numerical variables, simply re-

garding them as model input may be not optimal.
Thus, we propose an auxiliary sentiment prediction
task, and we jointly train the news encoder with
this task to encourage it to learn sentiment-aware
news representations. The real-valued sentiment
score ŝ is predicted as follows:

ŝ = Vs × r + vs, (1)

where Vs and vs are parameters. The loss function
of sentiment prediction we use is the mean absolute
error (MAE), which is formulated as follows:

Lsenti =
1

S

S∑
i=1

|ŝi − si|, (2)

where ŝi and si respectively stand for the predicted
sentiment score and sentiment label of the i-th
news, and S denotes the number of news. The
sentiment labels are obtained by the sentiment ana-
lyzer modules in Fig. 2, which can be implemented
by many sentiment analysis methods.

3.4 Sentiment Diversity Regularization
To further improve the sentiment diversity of news
recommendation, we propose a sentiment diver-
sity regularization method to penalize the recom-
mendation model according to the overall senti-
ment score of browsed news, the sentiment score
of candidate news, and its predicted click score.
As shown in Fig. 2, we first use the sentiment ana-
lyzer to obtain the sentiment scores of the candidate
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news (denoted as sc) and browsed news (denoted
as [s1, s2, ..., sN ]). We then compute an overall
sentiment score4 of browsed news to indicate the
historical sentiment preference of a user as follows:

s̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

si. (3)

A positive s̄ indicates that the user has read news
with more positive sentiment and a negative s̄ in-
dicates the negative sentiment is dominant in the
browsed news. If the news recommender inten-
sively recommends news with the same sentiment
polarity with the overall sentiment s of a user’s
browsed news, it is difficult for this user to receive
diverse news information. Thus, it is important to
recommend news with diverse sentiment to users.
To solve this problem, we propose a sentiment di-
versity regularization method. We first propose
to compute a sentiment diversity score p with a
sentiment monitor, which is formulated as follows:

p = max(0, s̄scŷ), (4)

where a larger score of p indicates less sentiment
diversity. In this formula, for a candidate news that
shares the same sentiment polarity with s, the score
p is larger if the model assigns it a higher click
score or its sentiment and the overall browsed news
sentiment are more intense, which indicate that the
recommendation is less diverse in sentiment. Then,
we propose a sentiment diversity loss function to
regularize our model as follows:

Ldiv =
1

|S|
∑
i∈S

pi, (5)

where S is the data set for model training, and pi
denotes the sentiment diversity score of the i-th
sample in S.

3.5 Model Training
In this section, we introduce how to train the mod-
els in our SentiRec approach. Following (Huang
et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2019c), we use negative sam-
pling techniques to construct labeled data for the
news recommendation task from the user impres-
sion logs. More specifically, for each news clicked
by a user, we randomly sample K news displayed
in the same impression which are not clicked by

4We do not incorporate the numbers of positive and neg-
ative news because they cannot take the sentiment intensity
into consideration.

this user. We denote the click scores of the i-th
clicked news as ŷ+i and the associated K non-click
news as [ŷ−i,1, ŷ

−
i,2, ..., ŷ

−
i,K ]. we use the click pre-

dictor to jointly predict these scores, and normalize
these scores via the softmax function to compute
the click probability scores. The news recommen-
dation loss we used is the negative log-likelihood
of the clicked news samples, which is computed as:

Lrec =
∑
i∈S

log(
exp(ŷ+i )

exp(ŷ+i ) +
∑K

j=1 exp(ŷ
−
i,j)

), (6)

where S is the data set for model training. We
jointly train the news recommendation model with
the auxiliary sentiment prediction task and mean-
while regularize it using the sentiment diversity
loss. The final unified loss function of our approach
is a weighted summation of the three loss functions,
which is formulated as follows:

L = Lrec + λLsenti + µLdiv, (7)

where λ and µ are coefficients to control the relative
importance of the sentiment prediction loss and
sentiment diversity regularization loss.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
Our experiments were conducted on a real-world
news recommendation dataset provided by (Wu
et al., 2019b), which is constructed from MSN
News5 logs from Oct. 31, 2018 to Jan. 29, 2019.
We use the logs in the last week as the test set
and the rest are used for training and validation,
where the split ratio is 9:1.6 To obtain the sen-
timent labels of the news in this dataset, we use
the VADER algorithm (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014)
as the sentiment analyzer in our approach.7 It is a
famous sentiment analysis method based on a set
of sentiment lexicons such as LIWC (Pennebaker
et al., 2001), ANEW (Nielsen, 2011) and GI (Stone
et al., 1966). We use VADER to compute an over-
all sentiment orientation score of each news as the
gold label, and these scores are ranged in [-1, 1].
The detailed statistics of the news recommenda-
tion dataset are shown in Table 1. We also plot the
distribution of news sentiment scores and the over-
all sentiment orientation of users’ browsed news

5https://www.msn.com/en-us/news
6The numbers of constructed samples for training and

validation are 277,811 and 30,868, respectively. The number
of samples for test is 1,707,588.

7We choose this algorithm because it can compute the
real-valued sentiment scores rather than polarity only.
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# users 10,000 avg. # words per title 11.29
# news 42,255 # click samples 489,644
# impressions 445,230 # non-click samples 6,651,940
# samples 7,141,584 avg. sentiment score 0.0314

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the news sentiment polarity
scores and the overall sentiment orientation of users’
browsed news in our dataset.

in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. We find that
although positive and negative news are almost bal-
anced, the overall sentiment orientation of users’
browsed news is negative. In addition, we show
the average click-through rate (CTR) of news with
different ranges of sentiment scores in Fig. 5. As
the saying goes, “evil news rides fast, while good
news baits later”. We find it is interesting that more
negative news have higher CTRs, which indicates
that negative news has stronger ability in attracting
news clicks. Thus, it is important to recommend
news with diverse sentiment to avoid overwhelm-
ing users with too much negative news information.

Following Wu et al. (2019b), in our experiments
the word embeddings were initialized by the 300-
dimensional Glove embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014). The negative sampling ratio K was set to 4.
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) was chosen as the
optimizer and the size of a minibatch was 30. In ad-
dition, the loss weights λ and µ were respectively
set to 0.4 and 10. These hyperparameters were
tuned on the validation set. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of news recommendation, we use metrics
including AUC, MRR, nDCG@5 and nDCG@108.

Since there is no off-the-shelf metric to evaluate
the sentiment diversity of news recommendation,
motivated by the MRR and hit ratio metrics, we
propose three metrics named SentiMRR, Senti@5
and Senti@10 to quantitatively measure sentiment

8The relevance grade is binary, i.e., 0 for non-clicked news
and 1 for clicked news.
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Figure 5: Click-through rates of news with different
sentiment polarity scores.

diversity. They are computed as follows:

SentiMRR = max(0, s̄
C∑
i=1

sci
i

),

Senti@5 = max(0, s̄
5∑

i=1

sci ),

Senti@10 = max(0, s̄
10∑
i=1

sci ),

(8)

where C is the number of candidate news in an
impression, sci denotes the sentiment score of the
candidate news with the i-th highest click score. In
these metrics, higher scores indicate that the recom-
mendation results are less diverse from the browsed
news in their sentiment.9 We repeated each experi-
ment 10 times and reported the average results over
all impressions in terms of the recommendation
performance and sentiment diversity.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the recommendation performance and
sentiment diversity of our approach by compar-
ing it with several baseline methods, including:
(1) LibFM (Rendle, 2012), a feature-based recom-
mendation method based on factorization machine.
TF-IDF features are used to represent the textual
content of news. (2) EBNR (Okura et al., 2017),
an embedding-based neural news recommendation
method. It uses denoising autoencoders to learn
news representations and a GRU network to encode
user representations. (3) DKN (Wang et al., 2018),
a knowledge-aware news recommendation method,
which learns news representations via knowledge-
aware CNN networks and learns user represen-
tations with a candidate-aware attention network.

9The scores are positive if the top ranked news have the
same sentiment orientation with the overall sentiment, and are
higher if these sentiments are more intensive.
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Methods AUC MRR nDCG@5 nDCG@10
LibFM 0.5661 0.2414 0.2689 0.3552
EBNR 0.6102 0.2811 0.3035 0.3952
DKN 0.6032 0.2744 0.2967 0.3873
Conv3D 0.6051 0.2765 0.2987 0.3904
DAN 0.6154 0.2860 0.3093 0.3996
NPA 0.6240 0.2952 0.3185 0.4094
NAML 0.6205 0.2902 0.3144 0.4060
NRMS 0.6275 0.2985 0.3217 0.4139
SentiRec 0.6294 0.3013 0.3237 0.4165
SentiRec-same 0.6299 0.3017 0.3240 0.4171

Table 2: Results of recommendation performance.
Higher scores indicate better performance.

(4) Conv3D (Khattar et al., 2018), a neural news
recommendation method which learns news rep-
resentations using 2-D CNN models and learns
user representations using a 3-D CNN model. (5)
DAN (Zhu et al., 2019), a neural news recommen-
dation method which learns news representations
from title and entities with two independent CNN
models and learns user representations using atten-
tive LSTM network. (6) NPA (Wu et al., 2019b), a
neural news recommendation method which learns
news and user representations via personalized at-
tention mechanism. (7) NAML (Wu et al., 2019a), a
neural news recommendation method which learns
news representations with CNN models and learns
user representations using attention networks. (8)
NRMS (Wu et al., 2019c), a neural news recom-
mendation method which learns news and repre-
sentations using multi-head self-attention and addi-
tive attention networks. For fair comparison, in all
methods we used news titles to learn news repre-
sentations. In addition, we compare the sentiment
diversity of random news ranking, which aims to
show the benchmark sentiment diversity without
news and user modeling. Besides, we also compare
a variant of our method (denoted as SentiRec-same)
which only recommends the news with the same
sentiment polarity with the browsed news (filter the
candidate news with different sentiment polarity),
which aims to show the scores of an extreme case
with minimal sentiment diversity.

The results of recommendation performance and
sentiment diversity are summarized in Tables 2
and 3. From these results, we find that neural news
recommendation approaches achieve better recom-
mendation performance than LibFM. This is prob-
ably because neural networks can learn more in-
formative news and user representations than tradi-
tional matrix factorization methods. However, com-
pared with random ranking, we find that the diver-

Methods SentiMRR Senti@5 Senti@10

Random 0.0262 0.0442 0.0687
LibFM 0.0843 0.1192 0.2579
EBNR 0.0989 0.1476 0.2868
DKN 0.0954 0.1389 0.2810
Conv3D 0.0973 0.1431 0.2830
DAN 0.1005 0.1520 0.2897
NPA 0.1044 0.1583 0.3015
NAML 0.1030 0.1569 0.2967
NRMS 0.1066 0.1592 0.3034
SentiRec 0.0046 0.0083 0.0115
SentiRec-same 0.3271 0.4963 0.9373

Table 3: Results of sentiment diversity. Lower scores
indicate better sentiment diversity.

sity scores of all baseline methods are much larger,
especially those based on neural networks. This is
probably because the compared baseline methods
mainly recommend news based on the relevance be-
tween candidate news and browsed news, and will
tend to recommend news with similar sentiment ori-
entation with browsed news, which is harmful for
users to receive diverse news information. Differ-
ent from baseline methods, our SentiRec approach
can achieve much better sentiment diversity even
than random ranking. These results show that our
approach can actively recommend news with di-
verse sentiment from browsed news. In addition,
our approach can also achieve better recommen-
dation performance than baseline methods. These
results validate that our approach can achieve the
goal of improving sentiment diversity in news rec-
ommendation without hurting the recommendation
performance. Besides, by comparing SentiRec and
its variant SentiRec-same, although the recommen-
dation performance of SentiRec-same is slightly
better, the sentiment of its recommendation results
are minimally diverse from browsed news, which
may amplify the problem of filter bubble and hurt
user experience.

4.3 Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct ablation studies to ver-
ify the influence of the auxiliary sentiment predic-
tion task in the sentiment-aware news encoder and
the sentiment diversity regularization method on
the recommendation performance and sentiment
diversity. The results are shown in Fig. 6. From
Fig. 6, we find that the sentiment prediction task
can improve both sentiment diversity and recom-
mendation performance. This may be because this
auxiliary task can encourage the news encoder to
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exploit the sentiment information in news texts
to encode sentiment-aware news representations,
which is beneficial for predicting news clicks more
accurately and further improving sentiment diver-
sity by modeling users’ dynamic preferences on
news sentiment. In addition, the sentiment diver-
sity regularization can also effectively improve the
sentiment diversity of news recommendation and
meanwhile keep the recommendation performance.
This is because this regularization method can en-
force the model to recommend news with differ-
ent sentiment orientations with the browsed news.
Moreover, combining both techniques can further
improve sentiment diversity, which verifies the ef-
fectiveness of our SentiRec method.

4.4 Influence of Hyperparameters
In this section, we will explore the influence of
two important hyperparameters on our approach,
i.e., the loss coefficients λ and µ in Eq. (7) on
the performance and sentiment diversity of our ap-
proach. Since there are two hyperparameters, we
first vary the value of λ to find the optimal one to
learn sentiment-aware news representations in our
approach. The results are illustrated in Fig. 7. Ac-
cording to Fig.7, we find both sentiment diversity
and recommendation performance of our approach
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Figure 8: Influence of µ under λ = 0.4.

improves when λ increases from 0. This is proba-
bly because when λ is too small, the useful senti-
ment information in news cannot be fully exploited.
However, the performance of our approach starts
to decline when λ is too large. This may be be-
cause when λ is too large, the auxiliary sentiment
prediction task is over-emphasized and the news
recommendation task is not fully respected. Thus,
a moderate λ (e.g., 0.4) is more appropriate for our
approach to make a tradeoff between recommenda-
tion performance and sentiment diversity.

Then, we vary the value of µ under λ = 0.4
to evaluate the recommendation performance and
sentiment diversity of our approach.10 The results
are illustrated in Fig. 8. According to the results,
we find the sentiment diversity can be consistently
improved when µ increases. This is probably be-
cause when µ is larger, the model is regularized
more intensively and may tend to recommend more
news with diverse sentiment from browsed news.
However, when µ goes too large, the performance
in terms of AUC declines significantly, which may
hurt user experience. Thus, a moderate selection on
µ (e.g., 10) is appropriate to achieve the goal of rec-
ommending news with diverse sentiment and mean-
while keep good recommendation performance.

4.5 Case Study

In this section, we present several case studies
to better demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach in improving sentiment diversity of news
recommendation. The clicked news of a randomly
selected user as well as the top ranked candidate
news recommended by a state-of-the-art method
NRMS and our SentiRec approach are shown in Ta-
ble 4. We can see that the historical browsed news
of this user are mainly about negative topics such

10We find that the scale of the regularization loss is rela-
tively small and the magnitude of µ needs to be larger.
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Browsed News Top Ranked Candidate News
NRMS SentiRec

Woman Arrested for Alleged California
Wildfire Scam

Sheriff: California officer’s killer is in
the US illegally

Eight 2018 Fashion Trends We’re
Ready to Move On From

Guns are the second leading killer of
kids, after cars

Professional golfer and his caddie arrested
for poaching at a tiger reserve

Josh Duhamel Wants to Date
Someone Young Enough to Have Kids

From international fashion model to suspect
in racist attack on Kansas toddler

Trump threatens years-long shutdown for
his wall as GOP support begins to fracture

58 Amazing After-Christmas Deals
Happening Right Now

Table 4: The browsed news of a user and top ranked candidate news provided by different methods.

as crime, which usually convey negative sentiment.
However, the NRMS method still intensively rec-
ommends news with negative sentiment such as
“Sheriff: California officer’s killer...”. It indicates
that NRMS tends to recommend news with simi-
lar sentiment to the browsed news, which is not
suitable for users to acquire diverse news informa-
tion. Different from NRMS, our approach can ef-
fectively recommend news with diverse sentiment
from browsed news, and the recommended news
also has some inherent relatedness with browsed
news in their content (e.g., both the first candidate
news and the third browsed news mention “fash-
ion”). It shows that our approach can improve the
sentiment diversity of news recommendation and
meanwhile keep recommendation accuracy.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a sentiment diversity-
aware neural news recommendation approach
which can effectively recommend news with di-
verse sentiment from browsed news. We propose a
sentiment-aware news encoder to learn sentiment-
aware news representations by jointly training it
with an auxiliary sentiment prediction task. We
learn user representations from representations of
browsed news, and compute click scores based on
user and candidate news representations. In addi-
tion, we propose a sentiment diversity regulariza-
tion method to regularize the model according to
the overall sentiment orientation of browsed news
as well as the click scores and sentiment scores
of candidate news. Extensive experiments on real-
world benchmark dataset validate that our approach
can effectively enhance the sentiment diversity of
news recommendation without hurting the recom-
mendation performance.

In our future work, we plan to analyze the senti-
ment on the entities in news and explore to improve
the entity-level sentiment diversity of news recom-
mendation. In addition, we plan to extend senti-
ment polarities to more kinds of emotions, such as

angry, happiness, sad and surprise, to enhance the
emotion diversity of news recommendation.
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